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Getchar in c in hindi

In the C programming language, there are many built-in functions available for the user to make the input/output available by the computer and display on the screen. Some of the main functions are scanf() and printf() and putchar() gets() and puts() scanf() and printf() functions scanf() scanf() functions using the user enter The added
value is used by the computer to read or store it in a computer printf() printf() function is used to print the value on the screen that is input by the scanf function function.    #include #include void main() { int i; printf(Enter a value); scanf(%d,&amp;i); printf(You entered:%d,i); getch(); } When you compile the code above, it will first display you
a message to get the value. When you enter any value, it saves the value in a variable using the scanf() function and prints the same value on the screen using the printf() function.  Getchar() is the easiest in all input/output operations to have a letter of standard input (most keyboard) and be written to the standard output unit (most of the
screen).  The operation of falling into a letter is performed using the getchar() function. Its syntax is as follows - here's the function Sends the next letter from the entry.  Here's the product from getc() with standard input as its argument.  Parameters - none.  Return value - The read letter is returned as a letter value.  The putchar() function
is a parallel function for writing a letter at a time on the monitor, putchar() getchar() stuff.   The syntax is below - int putchar (int character);  Here's the putc().  The parameter - character - the return value of the letter to be written - if the fault does not exist then provides the return value of the letter to be written.  Program - getchar() and
putchar() function to display.  #include #include void main( ) { int c; printf(Enter a character); c=getchar(); putchar(c); getch(); }; When you run the above app, it will display a message on the screen to enter any value, when the user enters the value, it will print the same value on the page.  Gets() &amp;puts() functions() gets() function data
from the standard input unit (keyboard) until a new row is lying or the end of the file is positioned.  Its syntax is below - char gets (variable char); Reads and falls into the variable until the letter (/0) of a new line is reached.  Here's a Yanha called /0 Lion character. The navel character is added by the compiler to the end of the string to show
the end of each string.  The str parameter of this pointer variable is an array where the read string is stored. The name of this pointer variable can be anything instead of str, here is just to understand.  Return value - When successful, the function returns the parameters of this str.  The puts() function writes the string to the standard output
unit (monitor) and adds the letter of a new row to the output.  Its syntax is below - int (const char*str); The standard output here writes the string listed by the level on the unit and the letter of a new row() in the output.  The function starts copying from the defined address (str) until it comes down to the empty letter of expiration ('\0'.  That
the last empty letter is not copied to the standard output.  The str parameter is the string to be written.  Return value - provide a positive value (1) when successful ह ै ो ाम -gets(व)() फं शन के उपयोग को द शत करने लए।  #include #include void main() { char str[100]; printf(Enter a string); gets( str ); puts( str ); getch(); } इस ो ाम को compile करने पर
यह यूजर को कोई एक टंग एंटर करने के लए एक मसेैज द शत करगेा यूजर ारा टंग एंटर करने पर यहाँ ो ाम वही टंग को ड ले पर ट कर देगा।  Our 2Page 3 page will start this lecture with a bit of theory as easy implementation. However, concepts are very important, and without understanding them at first, there is no use of learning implementation as we
are not sure where to use it. All we know is how and where it goes side by side as, without one, the other is useless. So, let us dive into the theoretical section, and along with that, we'll prepare our visual studio so that we might do too much implementation in the end.  If you haven't downloaded it yet, you can download it by following the
link below: watch the tutorial to learn more about configuring or setting up an intuitive studio on your #3. The link below is given. now let us start our training without wasting anymore of our time.  In the #26 we learned the pointers. In this tutorial, we are going to learn about void pointers and their capabilities. As we are now familiar, that
void is given no kind of return as name, functions that do not return anything from the void type. So, in case the pointer is void, they can type into any type of data whenever we want, meaning we have to decide a type for the pointer at first. Simply put, a pointer variable is the overall goal.  We will try to understand the performance of the
void pointer with a few examples. Example1: int x = 1; void *pointerrr = &amp;x; Now, in the above example, the data type of the void pointer is now int as we have stored an integer value in it.  Example2: char x = 'a'; void *pointerrr = &amp;x; However, in this example, the void pointer's data type has shifted to char as we have stored a
character value in it.  We have seen the use of malloc() and calloc() for dynamic memory allocation in #47. Here we discuss the concept as we can assign any kind of data to them if we request memory from the stack using void pointers. So the void pointer comes in handy for these two functions because we can type casts In any kind of
variable.   Hotspots: C does not allow void pointers to be dereferenced.  We cannot use the pointer account with void pointers. Let's understand the concept of dereference with a little more detail with the help of an example. Example 1: int a = 1; void * pointerrr; pointerrr =&amp;a; printf(%d,* pointerrr); The program, through a compile-
time error, because we can't recapture a void pointer, means we have to type the pointer every time it's used. Now let's give another example. Example 2: int a = 1; void * pointerrr; pointerrr =&amp;a; printf(%d,*(int*) pointerrr); In this example, the compiler will not throw any errors and will output the result directly because we use the type
along with the pointer.  Code as described/written in the video #include &lt;stdio.h&gt; int main() { int a = 345; float b = 8.3; void *ptr; ptr = &amp;b; printf(The value of b is %f, *((float *)ptr)); ptr = &amp;a; printf(The value of a is %d, *((int *)ptr)); return 0; } &lt;/stdio.h&gt;
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